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Lovo Software 3.0 demonstrates our commitment to process innovation that helps move the field forward. Designed with input from labs on the cutting edge of cell therapy, Lovo+ now offers greater simplicity, more flexibility, and full connectivity.

Simple: Eliminate extra steps
Honored procedures and expanded protocols help drive even greater efficiencies in your everyday activities.

- All-in-one immunomagnetic selection prep protocol, including platelet removal, bead addition, bead incubation, bead removal, cell concentration and resuspension
- Expanded range of cell component concentration entry values, including entry of values from hematology analyzer with conversion
- Configurable middle cycle washout percentages and final rinse volumes to decrease final product volume
- Administrator ability to pre-fill and lock operator entry fields and options
- Secure wired or wireless data transfer directly from the Lovo
- Uneditable, downloadable or printable procedure records, including all protocol parameters, operator-entered information, estimated and actual procedure outputs, event log with time stamps, and associated operator ID
- Filterable procedure records for easy searching
- Exportable from DXT to Excel® or LIMS

Flexible: Support production protocols
An enhanced ability to deliver consistent outputs in the face of variable inputs and varied users.

- Multiple Source container processing, to allow for the sequential attachment and draining of different products
- Expanded range of cell component concentration entry values, including entry of values from hematology analyzer with conversion
- Configurable middle cycle washout percentages and final rinse volumes to decrease final product volume
- Administrator ability to pre-fill and lock operator entry fields and options

Connected: Automate documentation processes
Lovo DXT Data Management Solution joins Fresenius Kabi’s DXT product line offering an open-architecture software platform supported by our team of networking specialists.

- Secure wired or wireless data transfer directly from the Lovo
- Uneditable, downloadable or printable procedure records, including all protocol parameters, operator-entered information, estimated and actual procedure outputs, event log with time stamps, and associated operator ID
- Filterable procedure records for easy searching
- Exportable from DXT to Excel® or LIMS

‡ The LOVO Cell Processing system is for laboratory use only. Unless the user has obtained advance clearance or approval from the appropriate regulatory agency, cells processed on this system are not intended for diagnostic purposes, direct transfusion, or for use in the production of therapeutic products or vaccines for clinical use. For applications requiring regulatory clearance or approval, users may request the required LOVO technical documentation from Fresenius Kabi to support their submissions.

Learn how choosing Lovo can help make your lab more productive:
Call 1.800.333.6925 or visit lovo.fresenius-kabi.us